
Champions people please read, everyone else please skip to page 2 for your sanity's sake. 

 
The purpose 

 This is not an exercise in boosting a character's Active Points by amassing spurious Limitations. 

The point is to illustrate how a special effect (gas/drug powers) can be turned into lots of rules if 

you want to, or as in version 1, you can choose not to, and that's all. 

 That's why I was careful not to raise raw dice values or, for example, the Elemental Control's 

basic value. I did raise a couple of characteristics in Version 3, but I hope you can see the 
improvements are not gratuitous, but integrated with two already-present important features of 

the character. 

 In version 3, I've locked in a required Teleport to Force Field to Desolidification sequence, and 

put Limitations on the characteristics to add even more bite to her need to use this strategy.  
o Since the Advantages and characteristics boosts do increase her Active Cost, the affected 

features are more effective; whether it's too much or not enough is a matter of preference 

and not relevant to what I'm talking about. 
o Since the Limitations aren't trivial, the character is tactically more iffy and locked-down 

this way, perhaps too much for a hero character I'd like to play, or maybe not if you think 

the END battery is more advantageous than limiting; we all have our opinions about that 

and it's not the point either. 
 

The method 

 I'm using an Elemental Control for the character, but I typically didn't do that in my games for 

NPCs or PCs, preferring Variable Power Pool instead. I'm sure that any Champions expert is at 
least considering a Multipower or Transformation. However, in this case, given that many readers 

aren't versed in the rules, I'm sticking with the build that's easier for them to understand at first 

glance. 

 I've made a couple of off-the-cuff calls about Limitations' values; let's not quibble over whether 

+3/4 or +1 or whatever is too much or too little. 

 As I recall there was some discussion about proper rounding; I'll ask you not to do any "Mistake! 

Mistake!" victory jigs if you find I did it differently from you. 

 

A couple preferences 

 I like superheroes to be sucking wind a lot. You'll find most of my examples to be much less 

Endurance-proof than most characters in the game texts or than those I've seen in many games 

not GM'd by me, especially since we're talking about the 5:1 exchange rate rather than the 10:1 

found in 4
th
 edition. Miasma is more-or-less planned to be in "getting tired – I'm not sure I can do 

this!" mode once combat is well under way, and although I know a dozen ways to avoid that by 

the rules, I prefer not to use them. 

 I prefer the default skill rules in the core 3
rd

 edition book, which permit characters to be Olympic 

contestants or homeless or photographers or millionaires without points being involved. I'll write 
more about that topic in a later post. 

 

  



What you're looking at here are three increasing rules-specified versions of the same character. The first is 

built very simply, so almost all in-fiction special consequences of her "vapor powers" will only occur 
when and if the GM "hardens" the special effects. The second is more specified through locking down 

some possible special effects into rules, and the third perhaps absurdly so. 

 

MIASMA 
Miranda Mason 

Concept: drug/gas powers, reformed supervillain, sincere but capable of delivering non-idealistic insights 

or get-real speeches 
 

Disadvantages: Cynical (15), Code vs. Killing (20), Enemy: former supervillain partners 8- (25), Enemy 

ex-husband and his support group (20), Vulnerable 2x Mental Illusions (10), Unusual Looks (ex-
supervillain reputation) (15), Enrage when attacked on the basis of her past 11- recover 14- (15), 

Competent DNPC 14- (15), Incompetent DNPC 8- (15) 

Total points in Disadvantages = 150 

 
Strength 10, Dexterity 23, Constitution 25, Body 10, Intelligence 10, Ego 13, Presence 15, Comeliness 

16, Physical Defense 10, Energy Defense 10, Speed 5, Recovery 7, Endurance 50, Stun 28 

Cost = 113 
 

Skills: Find Weakness, Stealth. Cost: 15 

 
Knockback Resistance -4". Cost: 12 

 

Version 1 

I leave the characteristics as they are. I build her powers with only one of them receiving a small 
modification. 

 

Elemental Control: Hallucinatory Gas, 20 points 

 Desolidification: Full Vapor Form 40 =  20 

 Energy Blast: Gas Jet 8d6 40 = 20 

 Mental Illusions: Hallucination Dose 8d6 40 = 20 no control over content (+1 Limitation) = 10 

 Force Field: Semi-Vapor Form +25 PD +15 ED 40 = 20 

 Teleportation: Puff of Smoke 15" allows half-move + attack 40 = 20 

 

Cost = 110 

 
Take-away: here, the special features (drug, vapor) of Miasma's powers are almost entirely left to special 

effects during play, soft for default descriptions and imagining, hard when and if the GM feels like it. I 

put in the "no control over content" because it seems too much fun not to mandate, but that's it. 

 

Version 2 

I leave the characteristics as they are. I build her powers with several individual modifications. 

 
Elemental Control: Hallucinatory Gas, 20 points 

 Desolidification: Full Vapor Form 40 =  20 Limited: not in high winds (+1/4 Limitation) = 16 

 Energy Blast: Gas Jet 7d6 Controllable Continuous Attack (+1/2 Advantage) 52.5 = 32 

 Mental Illusions: Hallucination Dose 8d6 Area Effect 1 hex (+1/2 Advantage) 60 = 40 Limited: 

no control over content (+1 Limitation) = 20 



 Force Field: Semi-Vapor Form +25 PD +15 ED 40 = 20 four Continuing Charges (+1 

Limitation) = 10 

 Teleportation: Puff of Smoke 15" allows half-move + attack 40 = 20 Activation 14- (+1/2 

Limitation) = 13 
 

Cost = 111 (to return this value to 110, and her total points to 250, I'd shave 1 point from Physical 

Defense) 

 
Take-away: this version mandates more vapor-y features into play: the lingering effects of the drugs, the 

slightly expanded hit-zone of the hallucinations, and subjecting the movement/body components to 

enforced circumstantial limits. 
 

Version 3 

I alter two of her characteristics. 

 Ego 15 (use at full value only after recovering from Enrage, otherwise it's 10, +1 Limitation)  

o Cost = 5 (with increased value, costs 1 more point than the other versions) 

 Speed 6 (use at full value only when Force Field is on, otherwise it's 3, +3/4 Limitation) 

o Cost = 15 (with increased value, costs 2 less points than the other versions) 

 

I build her powers with extreme modifications, as well as altering the whole Elemental Control. 
 

Elemental Control: Hallucinatory Gas, 20 points, Endurance Battery x4, 152 END (+1/2 Limitation) = 

13 

 Desolidification: Full Vapor Form, Usable on Others (+1/2 Advantage) 60 =  40 Limited: not 

in high winds (+1/4 Limitation) Limited: only after the Force Field is hit (+1/2) END battery 

(+1/2 Limitation) = 18 

 Energy Blast: Gas Jet 7d6 Controllable Continuous Attack (+1/2 Advantage), Area Effect 

Cone (+1 Advantage) 87.5 = 67.5 END battery (+1/2 Limitation) = 45 

 Mental Illusions: Hallucination Dose 8d6 Area Effect 1 hex (+1/2 Advantage) 60 = 40 Limited: 

no control over content (+1 Limitation) END battery (+1/2 Limitation) = 16 

 Force Field: Semi-Vapor Form +25 PD +15 ED 40 = 20 four Continuing Charges (+1 

Limitation) Limited: only after using Teleport (+1/2 Limitation) END battery (+1/2 

Limitation) = 7 

 Teleportation: Puff of Smoke 15" allows half-move + attack 40 = 20 Activation 14- (+1/2 

Limitation) (END battery +1/2 Limitation) = 10 
Cost = 109 

 

She has 2 points extra from these changes; to return her total points to 250, I'd toss them into another 
point of Recovery. 

 

Take-away: by turning so many gas/vapor details into rules, this version has more situationally-effective 
attacks, but is more procedurally constrained. I've shifted the entire gas/drug thing into its own energy 

source, expanded the Desolid's application, ramped up the jet attack into a cone, and slammed the 

body/movement powers into a forced sequence (the teleport might not work, but she has to teleport to turn 

on the force field, and she can't go desolid until after the force field's hit). One of her most significant 
characteristics is also tied into this sequence, and another is tied tighter to her psychological profile in her 

Disadvantages. 

 

 


